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and trying to forge their adult
identity.
At first glance, cults seem to be
the answer. They provide a loving,
approving and spiritual '
community. There is no need to
make decisions because every
member must follow the word of
the"self-appointed,yet charismatic
leader." Markowitz went on to say.
Cults have increased their ;.
recruitment efforts on .and around
college campuses' at a rate
unprecedented since the seventies.
Young adults are approached at
state, city and private colleges in
the U.S. as well as abroad.
Recruiters show up at concerts,
college fairs, on or near campuses--
anywhereyoungadults congregate.
Markowitz says all young adults
are at risk, but the great majority
of those who join cults are from
white, upper-middle income,
educated, and intact families.
These people have very often
experienced a recent
disappointment in their lives, such
as va breakup with..a boy or
girlfriend, or failure in school,
before joining a cult.
Ted M. remembers how his
daughter got involved in a cultafter
droppingout ofcollege inherjunior
year. She was recruited at a rock
concert. Ted knew characteristics
of the cult,.but not its name or the
'. Cult---Hotline.-Soeial-~-ers
. 'referred him 'to a' father in
Milwaukee whose daughter-was in
a similar-sounding cult. Mter
investigative work by the parents,
help from the clinic, and a series of
threats by the cult, the group was
exposed and forced to disband.
"There is no doubt. in my mind that
the cult would still exist if not for
the hotline," Ted said.
Ted says his advice for parents
who find themselves In this
situation is to "watch out 'for the
signs. Act, don't be afraid. You can
be sad, you can be resolute, but
don't be afraid." He says one ofhis
greatest gift for this action was a
recent thank 'you note he received
from his daughter. It read: "Daddy,
thank you fornotgivingup on me."
ampus
Cults on
·Entering college, returning to
~aduateschool, orstartinga career
IS often uncertain and vulnerable
times for young adults. However,
cults see this as an opportune time
to recruit new members.
Alex A., a 19-year-old student,
was walking through Washington
Square Park when he was
approached by a group of people.
"They called themselves the
Collegiate Association For
Research Principles (CARP), and
started asking me. some ~retty
interestingquestions about life and
about my goals," he recalled. "I
then went with them to their office
a few blocks away, where they
asked ifI was interested in goingto
camp where I could discuss these
types of issues with students from
all over the world." When he
agreed, Alex says he was taken by
car to the camp at an undisclosed.
location a few hours later.
WhatAlex wasn't told that CARP
is another name used by the
_Unification Church, and has 200
outreach programs around
American college campuses,
according to Arnold Markowitz,
director of the Cult Hot-Line and
clinic.
"Cults use deceptive methods to
get these individualshooked. Often
theyoungperson doesn'tevenknow
the real name ofthe grouf until he
ew
about filling a position that's been
open for such a long period of time
Grant paused and said, "Any
misgivings I may have had, have
been answered to my satisfaction







Andrew S. Grant, neW DirerctOr'of Grants and Coritracts
the acting director. Grant is leavingTeachers College
According to Associate Provost to come to Baruch because "Thejob
BarryDumas, the researchoriented at Baruch. was very attractive to
office which acts as a liaison me because it gave me' the
between the Federal Stateand City opportunity to work and teach in
agencies, has been going through the same place." Having 15 years
"administrative changes" experience with theNew York City
Grant, who is in his mid-forties, Board ofEducation, Grantbelieves
is still working out of his office at the transitton from a private
Teachers College at Columbia institution to a public one will ~ot
University. He "will assume. his be difficult. He taught at P.S. 122
position at Baruch on November 1. in the Bronx for sixyears,and help
At Teachers College, where he tostartanewproposalwritingoffice
has been since January of this at the Board of Education in 1974.
year,Grant founded the Office of He hopes to teach in the area of
Grants and sponsored. programs. Public Administration at Baruch.
He now feels it's time to move on. Associate Dean William
''I've accomplished here what I set Baldwin of. Teachers College
out to accomplish, and I look says,~r.Grant made a significant
forward to going to a new contribution to the college in the
opportunity at Baruch." short time he was here. We're sorry
When asked ifhe had any qualms . to see him-go, but wish him well at
Baruch,"
. . ·:-1\"farkGwitz:···· .- -- . .
Once involved, cult members are
indoctrinated in a subtle manner
that causes them to break
relationships with family and
friends, so' parents are left in the
dark. Even if a member beginsto
think about leaving, psychological
andphysical pressure to remain is
.usu@lly applied.
According to Markowitz, most
cult activity is targeted towards
young adults in their late teens
throughearlythirties because they
possess characteristicswhich make
them easy prey for cults, Many
adolescents are open to alternative
political and theological ideas, and
they' are' struggling to meet
parental expectations. Inaddition,
they are in the process ofbreaking
away from the family structure,
Michell~A. Brown
After a two year delay, Baruch
has hired Andrew J. Grant as the
Director for the Office of Grants
and Contracts. He is replacing now
Assistant Director, Eliana
Covacich, who has been serving asAmer-ica's Inexpensive Way
. To Call Someone Collect.'"
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Playboy College Fiction Contest
Continued on page 4
Celebration of Hispanic and
Puerto Rican Heritage Months
Baruch's Women of Color Network,
a multiethnic campus group whose
goals include the celebration of the
culture of people of color, will be
commemorating Hispanic and Puerto
Rican Heritage Months by sponsoring
an event that will pay tribute to the
joy, beauty and excitement of Latin
music and dance.
On November 3rd in 4 North of the
23rd St. Bldg. at 5:30 P.M., a video
entitled: " A Bailar: The Journey of
Latin Dance Company" will be shown.
This documentary follows the creation
of Eddie Torres' professional Latino
Dance Company. Immediately
following the video there will be a live
performance oftbe "K-Company," the
latin dance national touring group of
Kips Bay Boys and Girls Club.
For more information, contact Angela
Auselno at ext. 1631.
who willbejuniors and seniors in Sept.
1994 and who have demonstrated an
interest in andcommitmentto a career
. inmathematics orthenatural sciences.
The deadline is December 15, 1994.
New York State Senate
Undergraduate Session Aaaist.ant.s
Program - 1994 - Internship
placements in the office of individual
senators for New York State citizens
matriculating full-time as juniors or
seniors. Credit is awarded for
participation and a $2,500 stipend is
provided.
-- --- ------- .. - - ..- _.- .._---'-------------_....._-------
Come and find out more about
Golden Key National
Honor Society
in the lobby of
155 East 24th Street,
October 25th through October 28!h,
between the hours of
10:30 a.m. and 6:15 p.m,
If you have any questions, please contact
Dean Aaron at (212) 447-3500
or
John Josinsky at (718) 357-6574
Campus Awareness Has
A· · d'"- rrlve ...
National Society of Hispanic MBAs
(NSHMBAA), DestinationMBA isheld
annually in major US cities. This is
the 8th consecutive year for the
seminar.
No advance registrations are
required for the seminar, which will
runfrom 9:00 A.M. to 12:00 noon, with
registration beginning at 8:30 A.M.
For more information about the
seminar, call Donna Burton, President
of the New York Chapter of the




information are available in the office
of the Vice President for Student
Development, 360 PAS, Rm 1702.
The Elie Wiesel Prize in Ethics Essay
Contest 1994-Awardstotal $10,000,
January 14, 1994 deadline.
The Women's Forum Educational
Award - Awards of $1,000 to women
who, after interrupting their education
are now pursuing undergraduate
college degrees. Deadline is November
30, 1993.
Consortium Fellowships for
Minorities -Aten university alliance
who recruit capable African
Americans, Hispanics, and Native
Americans who are US citizens and
provide them with fellowships to
pursue graduate educationalprograms
leading to the MBA degree.
Barry M. GoldwaterScholarship and
Excellence in Education Program -
Awards, based on merit, made to




Destination MBA, a free, educational
s~inar for minority college students
and graduates underrepresented in the
profession ofbusiness.administration,
will be held at the New York Hilton in
NYC on October 9. Admission is open
and free to all interested individuals"
though the program is geared to the
interests ofAfrican-American, Latino,
and Native American MBA prospects.
Cosponsored by the non-profit
Graduate Management Admission
Council (GMAC), the National Black
MBA Association (NMBAA), and the
Enterprise Chapter to
Foem at Baruch
Students in Fee Enterprise (SIFE) is
a nationwide organization whose
mission is to build teams at colleges
and universitieswhich will teach other
Americans of all ages about the free
enterprise system. SIFe teams
. accomplish ·their purpose through
outreachpi:ojects and use ofthe media.
The SIFE t ams from campuses around
the count compete in March for
awards and ash prizes for the best
team project.
The SIFE c apter that is forming at
Baruc wil uild its project around
the th of how Hliteracy hurts the
free enterprise system. The first
meeting of SIFE will take place on
Thursday, October 28th, in Rm. 1863
in 360 PAS. For more information
contact Professor Rogoff at 447-3440.
-----~------------..--.-.- ..-. _.__._.-....- ·----·c-·····-·~ ·_·_·._·· .__. ._· ._..._... ...__. __.__
Freein
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corres. & export proced-GMAT & GRE
prep- I offer prof. one-on-one tutoring
- $1-S/hr - Call Ray Bacchus 718-493-
6942 after 4 PM.
Spring Break· 94 .
Earn Cash, FREE Frips, and Year Round
Travel discounts, through the East
Coasts leader of Ski and Spring Break
Destinations.
Call EPICUREAN TOURS Today! (516)
379-4-FUN.
GREEKS & CLUBS
RAISE UP TO $1,000 IN JUST ONE WEEK!
For your fraternity, sorority or club.
Plus$1,OOOforyour~elf!AndAFREET-






New York State Assembly internships
carrying 12 credits are available to
BaruchJuniors and Seniors. All majors
welcome. The internship requires
residence inAlbany from earlyJanuary
"to mid-May. Interns receive a $2,500
stipend to cover living cost. Deadline
for applications is Oct. 23. Contact
Professor Susan Tenenbaum, Dept. of
Political Science, 18 St. building Room
1412, Tel 387-1669.
Fools Seek Bright Teens
If you want to develop your creative
potential and communication skills,
and maybe want to become an actor,
dancer, writer, poet, or perhaps a
designer or stage technician, here's
your chance. .
Ifyou are between 16 and 20 and live
in one ofNew York City's five boroughs,
and want to develop your creative
imaginationand communication skills,
you should apply to Fools Company's
New York School for Performing Arts.
And these year-round, weekly,
•• -t performance workshops are absolutely
free of charge.
Here's your chance to experience the.
creative process, first-hand, through
the works and workshops of
professional international performing
artists right in the heart ofthe midtown
Manhattan theatre district, on Theatre
Row, now through June, each
Wednesday from 4:00 - 6:30 P.M...To
register, call (212) 307-6000.
Free Concerts
The Little Church Around the Corner
(Church of the Transfiguration),
located at' 1 E. 29th Street, will be
offering free half-hour concerts on
Tuesdays, October 5,12,19,26 starting
at 12:30 P.M.
Attention ESL Students!
The English de'par t men t is
sponsoring English as a Second
Language workshops. They will be
held on Tuesdays and Thursdays
between 12 and 2:30 p.m, in Rm. 609
23 St.· The Grammar, Vocabulary and
Pronunciation Workshops will be held
on Tuesdays and Thursdays from 12 to
1. TheWriting Club meets on Tuesdays
from 1-2:3Q,and the Conversation Club
meets on Thursdays from 1-2 :30. Bring
your own lunches.
Summer Internships
The Sacramento Bee, a 263,000
circulation "McClatchy newspaper,
offers summer internships in'
reporting, sports, copy editing,
photojournalism, and infographics
college students or recent graduates.
The internships are full-time for 12
weeks and pay $375 a week. Interns
are responsible for their own housing.
Application deadline is December 1,
1993. All mail should be addressed to
:The SacramentoBee, P.O. Box 15779,
Sacramento, CA 95852.
• News and sporta reporters and copy
editors should send a cover letter,
resume with three telephone
references and up to 10 clips
demonstrating a range of work
including headlines for copy editors.
Mail materials to Editorial Internship
Director.
• Photographers should send a cover
letter, resume, three references and
20-40 slides or prints. Mail materials
to: Mark Morris, director of
photography.
• Graphic artists should send a cover,
resume, three telephone references and
photocopies of 10-20 work samples.
Mail materials to: Cynthia Davis,
editorial art director.
Continued from page 5
Playboy magazine announces the
ninth annual Playboy College Fiction
contest. Entries deadline is January
1st, 1994. The annual writing
competition, open to all registered
undergraduate and graduate college
students, is the only collegiate fiction
contest sponsored by a major national
magazme.
Submit an original, unpublished
story, with a maximum of 25 typed
pages. Send your manuscript and a 3"
x 5" card with your name, address,
phone number and college affiliation
to: Playboy College Fiction Contest,
680 N. Lake Shore Drive, Chicago, IL
60611.
First prize: $3,000 and publication
of your story in the Oct. '94 Playboy
issue. For more information contact
Mark Healy at (212) 261-5000.
Ticker Takes
Poetry Contest
National college Poetry contest is
open to all college & university students
desiring to have their poetry
anthologized. Cash prizes will be
awarded to top five poems. Deadline:
October 31. For contest rules, send a
stamped envelope to: International
Publications, P.O. Box 44044-L, Los
Angles, CA 90044.
Fall '93 PASS Office Activities
The School of' Liberal Arts and
.Scienceswill be offer-ing' severa]!~~_~r~
.. series this. semester. All programs
will be held on Thursdays in Rm. 1504,
17 Lexington Ave. (Except where
indicated), from 1:15-2:30 P.M. They
are:





OUR BUSINESS -, ~" ~.'
Is KNOWING THE WORLD'S BUSINESS.
specialists, economists, foreign area
experts and intelligence analysts are just
a few of the professionals you11 get
hands-on experience working with...and
a head start on your career:
Join one of the country's largest
information networks-because an
experience like this ooesnt only happen
in the movies.
For informationabout studentprogramsand C3eE!r opporttnties,write to: CIA EmploymentCenter; P.O. Box 12727, Dept. Be ,Arlington, \A
22209-8727. AD appicarts rrost be US. citizens andsuccessfiAy complete a mecIcaI and secuity backgromd investigation, inckJding a polygraph
interview. An Equal 0pp0rtur1ty Employet ©1993 Centrallnteligence Ageocy .
Collecting information on trends and
current events abroad isrrt just a job for
a secret agent
If you're planning to attend college, or
are presently a full-time or graduate
student, you. could be eligible for a CIA
internship and tuition assistance. You
don1: have to be an aspiring missile
warhead specialist or Kremlinologist We
need knowledgeable, dedicated men and










































feel like I do too. Here is to what should be a




Linking Mulicultra6sm and Politics
To the Editor:
I enjoyed your editorial that appeared in
The Ticker, September 22, 1993. I agreed with
your opinion with respect to the fact that the t-
shirt wearer is,unable to truly articulate him!
herself, so they have allowed a t-shirt to speak
for them. However, I did not agree with the
response of the grading for the 25-35 points. I
think the article would have been more effec-
tive if the reader 'who received 25-35 points
and theyowned the shirts, they needed, toseek
counselingimmediately, and 25-35 pointswith
no ownership had a significant awareness
should saya prayer for the fellow human being
-.because they need that and a whole lot
more.




i have been at Baruch a little over three
years and; in my opinion, The Ticker has never
been better! Your coverage of the issues, writ-
ing, front pages, and overall layout are just





































The Ticker is published
bi-weekly, Seven times
a semester, by The
Tickereditorial staff at
137 E. 22nd Street,
NewYork, N.Y. 10010,








should be mailed to the
above address. Our





















The primary purpose of The Ticker is to inform the
student population of Baruch College about events and
issues relevant to their educatlon.. We pride ourselves on
our robust news coverage. Unfortunately, it seems that a
cloud, of silence has appeared above Baruch. A news
blackout of unprecedented proportions was caused by (get
this) Columbus Day. It seems most ofBaruch's administrators
and professors were terribly backed up because of our day
off. If The Ticker tried to use an excuse like that for missing
our deadline, we'd be laughed at all the way to 18th Street.
'Ah,' you tnay think. 'But you're supposed to get
around all of th~ zipped lips and get a story anyway.'
That's true, but we try and provide you with the facts
straight from the horse's (administrator's) mouth. We
don't want to fabricate anything, and we don't want to
give you a story full of speculation. So while we may
Iookdry for news today, we would rather wait until
something spectacular happensIand itwill), and then
dazzle you to death. .,
As our front page states, no news is indeed scary news.
The fact that our wise administrators are being so hush-,
hush means a storm's about to break and someone is going
to get flooded. When it happens, we'll be right there. Our
message to those of 'the tight lip variety is plain and simple.

































celebrate the 25th anniversary of
Baruch College", according to Sandra
Kraskin, the directorofSidileyMishkin
.Gallery. She also encourages students
to use the gallery asa means ofdiscov-
eringBaruch's multicultural qualities.
The Mishkin Gallery is open from
Monday through Wednesday, & Fri-
day, 12:00 p.m.-5:00 p.m. and Thurs-
day from 12:00 p.m.-7:00 p.m.
!For ne;ct issue:
What's·your best




eluded Mr. Baruch in a classroom and
in several ceremonies.
In addition, there was also a dis-
play of the master plan of the "North
Campus", which incorporated a new
andimproved library, a MediaResource
Lab, and a Computer Center. It will be
available to the students in the Spring
of 1994.
"This exhibition is a good way' to
-:..
':' '-'~l«t?1''G''''''':?: lj""WX .;.-.:.~:lC:
A History ln Pictures
''This exhibition displays numer-
ous features about the Baruch College
that I never knew before. The changes
that Baruch went through was incred-
ible", one student remarked.
A section of the display' is dedi-
cated to Bernard M. Baruch, who was
once the college financier and benefac-
tor, and whom the college was named
after. The assortment of photos in-
Compiled by Marcela Solano
Karen Robins: I would rather be
loved than feared. In the midst oflove,
there is respect and a fearlessness that
allows one to lookyou in theeyeandsay
what's on the mind freely and truth-
fully.
Fear causes people to act irratio-
nallyand peoplewho fearyoucan cause




Celebrating it's twenty-fifth anni-
versary, Baruch College is now dis-
playing a special pictorial exhibithon-
oring it's history, traditions, and val-
ues in New York City. The exhibition-
"The Heritage 0 aruc ege:
WO·ULDYOU RATHERBE £overJ OR Feared
Joanne Cintron: I would rather be
loved. I don't like to intimidate people
and push them away and eventually
make them scared of me. I feel that if
people fear me, they wouldjust not like
me and ignore me.
lovedbecause theperson who loves me
would be my support and have confi-
dence in me. I could trust the one who
loves me and count on him/her to be on
my side whenever I am in need. IT I
werefeared, the personwouldbe afraid
to communicate with me for anything
Jessica Wang:· I prefer to be loved that he/she may have on his/her m
ind.
because I feel more protected. by those -
who love me and I would have a close-'" Wayne D: I would rather be
feared.
ness with them. If I were feared, I 'That means people know that
I don't
wouldbe like some kind ofmonster and take s--t form anybody, and they w
ill
people would bate me for being this stay out of my way~
way.
Diane H: I rather be loved because
ifyou are feared, no one will want to be -
on your -side. Those who are feared
would have no one to feel something
nice and warm about them; Also, I like
to have and get attention from those
who loveme, likemyboyfriend, friends,
and family.
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25th Anniversary Celebration",
started on October 1, 1993 and will
continue through October 27, 1993 at
the Sidney Mishkin Gallery, 135 E..
22nd Street.
"It is important to highlight the
significant historical periods and the
_turning points of Baruch College. It
gives meaning to the students, fac-
ulty, administrativestaffandthecom-
munity to look back to the past and to
look forward with pride to the future",
said Sandra RofT,a professor and ar-
chivist at Baruch who is also respon-
sible for putting together the exhibit.
. Features ofthe exhibition include
photos, lithographs, maps, and da-
guerreotypes. The collection ofphotos
cover the entire history ofBaruch Col-
lege and CUNY. CUNY, which began
in 1847, was known as"TheFreeAcad-
emy", the predecessor ofCUNY. Con-
sequently, a business academy called
.--fCTlie"ScnoorOfBusmesEfmd Ctvie"Ad~n_-
.. ministration" e~erge(fwlUch eventU- ...An-e-X-h-lb-lt-at-th---e-M...I-s-h-kl~n~G-a~lI ...ery--------------...;.,;"..;.;.~;;;';;
;';"~;;';;;;;; ;;;;;iiii;,iiOiioliii""
......,Il£
ally changed it's name to "Baruch
School ofBusiness and Public Admin-
istration" in 1968. As a division of
CUNY, Baruch became a separate se-
nior school, specializing in business,
education and liberal arts.
The- photos captured the high-
lights of student activities, campus
sites, The Gramercy Park neighbor-
hood, school buildings, graduate
classes, and the presidents of Baruch
College, past and present. The photos
allow the students toview the changes
which Baruch underwent during this
twenty-five year period.
Correction
Last Issue Exhale had a story entitled:
Back to the 'Future by Shameek Supreme
Allah in which a quote appeared incorrectly.
It read: "And how many a generation have
We destroyed before them, who had posses-
sions and appearance." (Holy Qur'an 19:74).
Should have read: "And how many a genera-
tion haveWe destroyed before them, who had
-greater possessions_and appearance." (Holy
Qur'an 19:74).
vantaged white people need to understand that
white supremacy is used to prevent them from
fighting the good fight. They waste their energy
hating black people in ignorance while their
class exploitation continues.
The shame of 1993 version of the March on
Washington is that it had no relevance for 1993.
When the hard work of creating a viable, rea-
sonable movement from the ground up is real-
ized, then we may be ready to take it to the
capital.
" This group proves that if you sell
out your people youcould get a
bookor two published; or better yet
become a supremecourt justice
even ifyourqualification are
extremely shaky."
But our movement must also be inclusive. Nar-
row nationalism should have no place in the
movement must also be inclusive.. Practically
speaking, the numbers do not add up. Disad-
Multiculturism Cont.
The second most famous slogan on United
States coins reads:'''E Pluribus'Urrurn'jwhichis
Latin for "Out of Many, one". But if present
trends are an indication, we may soon have any
indication, we may soon have to re-mint the
entire currency to read: "Out of one, Many,"
because the nation (especially NewYorkCity) is
shattering like the mixed clay-and-iron- feet on
Nebuchadnezzar's (King of Babylonia 605?'::-
562?). statue.
Our nation's founders chose the slogan be-
cause it fit their vision for America's future: a
strong and unified nation out of a loose confed-
eration of independent states. But their origi-
nal vision of a pluralistic society with a united
people as the chief goal has, by and large, been
replaced by a second-rate imitation-
mulitculturalism-which is an inordinate pre-
occupation with difference that makes reason-
able consensus and cooperation less important
than "diversity" for its own sake. The common
values that previous generations once shared,
and that are so critical to the unity and health
ofAmerica, are gone-perhaps for good.
In New York City, the preoccupation with
differences often takes the form of highly divi-
sive tactics and statements outlined here. As
we approach this fall's mayoral election, it be-·
comes increasingly evident that the threads on
our urban tapestry are pretty badly frayed.
Clearly, diversity for its own sake is not all it is
cracked up to be.
E Unum Pluribus?
Now, a multi-cultural blue collar commu-
nity filled with privately owned delis and shops,
with a storefront church on every other block,
Queens Village is alive with colorful languages,
the interesting people who speak them, and
adventurous dollar cabs.
Except for those who,' once every three
years, get inspired by the beauty oftheir neigh-
bors' garden, weed out their own, and plant
tomatoes that they'll forget to water midway
through the summer, there are no longer any
true farmers.
As for the fans, you can occasionally hear
them say" The Mayor has forgotten about us,"
with the same tone ofvoice theywould use to say
"Those Mets stink."
The Mets haven't been this many games
out of first place since their first year in the
league as an expansion team. As for the people
ofQueens Village, well, they stay in the bleach-
ers until the bottom ofthe ninthjust hopingthat
some politician would hit one out ofthe park and .
say "I hit that one for the people."
seem to put their ideology ahead ofthe immedi-
ate needs of the people. What is real is now
there are individuals and groups at each others
throats instead of fighting the historic battle.
If we take a look at some of the kinds of
cliques that are vying for the hearts and minds
of this country's black masses, it becomes obvi-
otis as to the lack ofprogress for the majority of
African-Americans.
.. There are self-styled revolutionarieswho
believe in overthrowing the United States gov-
ernment. Ofcourse they have no real troops or
any answers to the 82nd airborne. I believe
their energies would be ofmore value pointed in
a different direction.
Other groups call for the United States
govenllneut to set aside certain southern sta tes
in order for black Americans to establish a
sovereign nation. This again is not a well
thought out concept. Imagine being surround
by the world's major nuclear superpower and
expecting sovereignty of any level. Better yet,
imagine Uncle Sam giving up land to black
people.
Many aging black Protestant ministers who
were so prominent during the civil rights era
are still out there trying to maintain relevance.
However, their only present legitimacy is ap-
parent when they get together to talk about
their contribution to the struggle over a genera-
tion past, In fact, it seems the only ministers
that receive any support in the black commu-
. -.
nity are those charlatans who seem to show up
and hang around after the death ofa black male
bywhiteracists. There is no real program to end
white supremacyjust an exploitation ofsadand
unfortunate situations.
, Our African-American politicians marvel at
the progress thathas been made; ·allowing·as
proof the evidence of their elected office. How-·
ever, a closer look will reveal that no matterhow
long some have been in office they preside over
the most depraved and exploited areas of the
country.
Another splinter group are the black conser-
vatives. This group proves that if you sell out
your people you could get a book or two pub-
lished; or better yet, you could become a su-
preme courtjustice--even ifyour qualifications
are extremely shaky.
My position is ifblack people in America are
to begin a new phase of progress, we must find
a common theme to rally around. It must be
based on class andmust reject white supremacy.
"...it seems the only ministers
that receive any support in the
black community are those
charlatans who seem to hang
aroundafter every death of a
black male by white racists."
By Lester White
In a nation that reveals in its sense of
nostalgia, African-Americans were feted to a
walk down memory lane in the form of an
anniversary re-march on Washington. As op-
posed to the over 200,000 participants of the
August 28, 1993 demonstration, an estimated
20,000 party goers found their way to the pro-
ceedings on the thirtieth anniversary..Was this
simply an opportunity to memorialize our his-
tory or was it another chapter in our continuing
saga?
When discussing the progress, or lack
thereof, of black people in America during the
past thirty years, the reactions one gets derive
from a myriad ofperspectives. There are those
who say African-Americans have arrived-no
more racis#i1nAmerica. Others WIll argue that
conditions and the quality of life in the black
community as a whole are worse than ever and
almost damaged repair. I guess the predomi-
nant offering would be that racism still exits in
America and we still have a long way to go, but
we have made tremendous progress. This last
group will offer proof by citing the number of
politicians, entertainers, and high profiled and
salaried blacks gracing the American main-
stream while remaining in touch with their
friends and family members living in the urban
ghettos, or their southern brethren living in
shacks as sharecroppers.
The dominant theme of the black struggle
thirty years ago was integration. If I were to
label a dominant reality for the black struggle
today it would be disintegration. It's not that
African-American thinkers and advocacygroups
do not know the relevant problems and issues,
it is just that there is not a universal or even
dominant method of dealing with the problems
that are inflicted on our people at this time.
Disintegration, because people who are active
8
Voice From, Queens
New York, Baseball and Politics
Black Watch
How Far Have We Come
By Carlos M. Lopez Jr
Since the 1940's, when you were known by
the New York team you rooted for, whether you
were bleeding Dodger blue in a neighborhood of
Giants or a pinstripper at the Polo Grounds
givinga realBronxcheer, not much has changed
in terms ofpolitics. You're still identified by who
you root for, only now it's a whole different ball
game.
The community of Queens Village during
the early 1900's was predominantly German.
Known as Belair, Southeast Queens was a quiet
'close-knit town of farmers who worked hard to
teach their children that the quality and value
of life should always outweigh the value of the
d ''1ouar.
Back then you rooted for the farmer, the
working man, the Yankees and the people. But,
as theyears went by, and many a politician were
caught stealing home plate on a wild pitch, this
cheering section has diminished in size.
But what has become of the game, the
- '1 icured field, the players, the people?
•
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stored. nor can it be
manufacu.red. It
cornea from people.
People like you. You
can help I
Give us an
hour of your time.. In
return YOU'll get a
mini-physical, juice,
, coffee. and cookies
and the satisfaction of
knowing that you
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Loews-Broadway at 19th St.
Next Issue:
Shopping




Odeon)-23rd St. bet. 7th and 8th Ave.
Gramercy Theatre-23rd bet. Park
and Lex.
For this issue, here the list ofmov-
ies that we promised you guys! Hope
the list of the eateries were of help.
23rd St. Triplex (Cineplex Odeon)-
23rd St bet. 8th and 9th Aves.
is available for consultations by calling
(212) 447 3300.
Another problem in scheduling oc-
curs when a student finds out a class
theywantorneed is closed. Permission
cannot be obtained from the professor
on the first day ofclass ifthe class does
not appear to be full. The absent stu-
dents may be on drop/add lines them-
selves. Until a student officially drops
the course, a professorCannot'give per-
mission to another student to join the
class.
"This is increasingly a problem for
us, because we have, 'very often, more
people who want classes than we have
space,"says Dr. Williams. Dr.Williams
holds that the Baruch degree is a val-
ued one and that these regulations are
there to prot~t the quality of our de-
gree.
Seniors who will be graduating in
spring or summer semesters are also
urged to see a counselor now, rather
than registration, to ensure that they
have everything they need to graduate,
especially if they want to take a credit
overload. Any student wishing to take
a credit overload in Spring '94 must
apply at the the Registrar's by Novem-
ber 19, 1993.
Another important deadline to
know is November 15, which is thelast
day to officially withdraw from any
class. A grade of 'W" will appear on
your transcript, but this does not pe-
nalizeyou oryour Gf'Ain enyway, The
last day to apply for reinstatement to
the college isNovember 1, 1993. Ifyou
know of any student who this applies
to, please pass on the information.
These regulations and deadlines
should help you make more respon-
sible decisions and avoid"registration
hassles;--~~ke-!!-will·be.publish-
'ing more-deadlines &s they come up.
"These rules are not really made to
make their (students) lives personally
miserable," says Dr.Williams. "It's for
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Transfer students who have sixty-
one credits are not exempt from the
course requirements and should check
with Curricular Guidance to ensure
they aretalkjngtheappropriateelasses.
Ms.DiBenedetto,and Dr. Williamsurge
all students to see a counselor at Cur-
ricular Guidance now until the end of
this semester, rather than wait until
registration inJanuary when the office
is overioaded and students receive less
time. No appointment is necessary if
the student has already completed a
, work sheet with a counselor before.
The office is open Monday-Thursday
from 9:00 a.m.-7:00 p.m., and on Fri-
days from 9:00 a.m..-5:00 p.m., except
holidays.
Ms.DiBenedetto and Dr. Williams
also urge freshman to start thinking
now aDou1.~-eirmajorso that when the
time comes, they are not delayed in
receivingjunior status. A peer advisor
" ". ;.::::. ....
• L-uruori,
t- A • 'a. ~~ to
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With Visa- you'll be accepted·at"'IW6.-e"than 10 milJion
places, nearly three times more than American Express..
And that's not a mis~rint.
Visa. It's Everywhere You Want To Be~
reYouln





You've attended every class, done
allyourhomework, even acedyourmid-
terms-. Then, halfway through the se-
mester, you're told that you're not sup-
posed to be there and are dropped from
the class. This is not science fiction,
this nightmare could happen to you!
This has already happened to about
fifty students this semester, each be-
cause they did not have junior level
status for the junior level business
classes theywere in. AccordingtoMaria .
DiBenedetto, Director of Curricular
Guidance for the School of Business
and Public Administration (SPBA),
some students have had to drop their
entire class load.
"If they register and are lucky
enough to slip through the cracks at
registration, tfiey are gomg to' be
dropped," says Dr.Audrey Williams,
Executive Director of Student
L
































Rudy, is the story of a typical at all types of levels. I recommend
small-town boy living in the that all Baruch students see this
Midwest. Rudy, graduated from film. It might motivate you to the
high school with mediocre grades, point of improving all of your
worked in the town's steel mill, grades. Itwill touch everyone deep
where all the other men of the town down inside and remind you that
also worked, and wanted to marry the human spirit is the most
his childhood sweetheart. What beautiful and precious thing each
makes Rudy so different from his of us has inside. With an all-star
family, friends and whole cast filled with talent and an
environment is that he has a dream inspiring plot, it's too bad that the
to go to college. Not any college but producers didn't allow more money
Notre Dame College. Once there, for the marketing of this movie.
he will do anything he can to be on Sean Astin plays Rudy Ruettiger
the Notre Dame football team.. in Rudy. He said ''When I read the
Though not always realistic, Rudy script for this film, it made me feel
is obsessed and unendlessly the vv.ay I want to feel when I go to
- persistent U;obtaillhisdream. With the movies..;' Yo .------ -- .remember-
the entire world against him, he Astin from Goonies, wher e made
still strives for his unforgettable his film debut. He has alsodl cte
dream. his own short films called On My
I have to say that this film is not Honor and Kangaroo Court,
what I expected. As soon as I was starring Gregory Hines.
mailed the production notes to the Ned Beatty plays Rudy's father,
film, all I could think was 'Another Daniel ·Ruettiger. You'll best
football film?' and I threw the folder remember him from his
at the bottom ofmy draw. I saw this performance,asOtis, in Superman
movie by accident after my best 1 and 2. His film debut was in
friend complained that shewas tired Deliverance and since then, he has
of me picking every movie we've appeared in over 30 movie and TV
seen together and reminded me that productions. He was also,
she has fallen asleep duringthe last nominated for an Oscar for best
four movies we've seen. I'vedecided .support.irig actor, for his
to let her choose every movie we see performance in Network.
together from nowon until one ofus Once you see the movie, it is
steal's the others boyfriend. wonderful to know that this is a
(Luckily, we have totally opposite true story and that there really is
tasteinmen.) Withinfortyminutes Rudy Ruettiger in the world. He
of this film I was at the verge of received a bachelor's degree from
crying. I came to tears at least two Notre Dame, in sociology. Since
to three times after that. I never then, he has worked in numerous
thought I could have enjoyed this fields; from insurance sales to real
film as much as I did. This movie is estate to owninghis ownjanitorial filmmakers of this film and in ourminds." Since the production
about football but, trust me, it's not and real estate title companies, succeeded in convincing them to .of'the movie, Rudy Ruettiger began
what you would ever expect. This while as he says, "chasing my produce it. Director,David a career as a speaker motivating
was a spectacular film, and yes like dream." That .dream was to have Anspaugh stated, "The principal others to do as he had done and
the commercial, it is the best film of his story made into a film that reason the film was ever made was realize their full potential.
~~'::::~~l~~tothism~vie··:~:;s~rv~~ipt~~:~01h~~1'~:e~::~:ry~;:~:~: I LlsaOKTlZ I
r--------~----------------------------------------I
: ~-EY .DO- U LII<-E ~:
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:OVI-ESt-EL-EVSI AND lI . , . - , - I
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I USIC? CALL LISA At 387-"92:L ~ ~
Front: $-9-9
per person












Transfers to Ski Areas. Room Tax.
Use of Actyvcs Ski Equipment.
Services of the Actyvc Team.
SKI PACKAGE SALE·
.Attention College Students
HongkongBank is offeringSpecial Checkins accounts for
Colleg~ students in our area who have a vaiid college 10.
There IS no limit to the number of checks you can write
and there's no minimum balance requirement.
For more details, stop by one of our
HongkongBank branches or ca1l2.12,925,88Sb










WHITE MOUNTAIN SKI SHOP
GET THE Y.I.P. TREATMENT
BECOME A GROUP ORGANIZER
FREE SKI TRIPS'








GAMBLE: TURNING STONE CASINO
We Have Your Next Skis, Boots, Bindings, Poles
SEASONAL LEASES 0 r DEMO SKI PACKAGE
Skis, Boots, Bindings, Poles. bu y Skis, Boots, Bindings, Poles
only $ 69. . only $ 149.
TRADE YOUR UNWANTED SKI EQUIPMENT FOR STORE CREDIT
WANTED: CAMPUS REPS
252 - 26 NORTHERN BL YD.





- Uve with Greek fornmes
and on-campus aportments
- Field trips and cultural exwrsions








The Collegeof Staten Island
Center for International Service·
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them with his own brand of,
latin spice.
Puente, . a four-time
Grammy award winner, is
.indeed one ofa kind..Ofthe
m~jor bandleaders of his
era, like Dizzy Gillespie,
Stan Kenton, Perez Prado,
Tito Rodriguez, and Mario
Bauza, Puente and Israel
."Cachao"Lopez are the only
. Tlto Puente
led the band into the
explosive closing number,
his trademark, Dye Como
Va. His rousing version of
the piece that started'off .




and Charles Jones of the
Sociologydepartment.They
week, we. 'hardly get any
timeoff,"said percussionist
John Rodriguez. "We had
only three weeks off in .the
middle ofthe summerwhen
Tito went out to Europe for
''The Golden-Men Of Latin
Jazz Tour."
If the energy of the music
that filled the auditorium
last Thursday, which
prompted «» the ecstatic
audience to get out of their'
----f-:haiF~nddance wp=any· - ------
indication, this latin-tinged
music, is once again-
enjoying the mainstream
popularity that has eluded
it since the days of the





guarachas, boleros and son
montunos were the orderof
the day.
Back in those days, artists
-.likePuente, Tito Rodriguez,'
Mongo Santamaria, and
Machito & ills' Afro-
Cubans, delighted peopleof ,
all races, colors and creeds
in the hip cuba-libre
environment of the New
'.. "YOrK baIIrooms~·n:--··-"IIi--t11e- .- ,-- .-_. -. -.-~-----
·~···days or"the'Palladium, n~t .
i that I was there, but you
~ talk to Tito about it and
those clubs were for
everybody- Italians, Jews, ..
Blacks, it wasn't just for
Latinos," said percussionist
John Rodriguez.
. Now after some time, the
music that was formerly
considered to be for an
quickly paired off and by ones that are still alive and exclusive group is finding
doing so, inspired others to performing. At 69, Puente its way to the forefront of-
do thesame. Somenolonger and his sounds are still as the American music
able tocontaintheirdancing. alive and fresh as way back industry, "I think that
feet, quickly took to the when· he . led his first what's happeningis thatthe
stage and began dancing conjunto band. 'powers that be'in the music
with members of the horn To see Puente perform is . industry finally realized'
section .and alongside adefmitetreat.Thereseems that it's something that's
pianist· Sonny Bravo. to exist a unique mental been there the whole time
"Music is a very emotional connectionbetween theRey and that this music is very
thingyouknow,andwefeed del Timbal and his tight sellable- that people,
off the crowd a lot- if the outfit. They possess a everybody dances this
crowd is there you're there, fervent improvisational musicnotjustLatinos,"said
ifthecrowdsswingin'you'redrive that is equally Rodriguez.
swingin', you know what I matched byPuente's all-out The band, which hasjust
mean?" said Madera. sonic eruptions that are the finished their untitled
Gillespiehimselfalsoknew driving force behind the l04th album,is now
how to work a crowd. Like high-energy Afro-Cuban-. embarking on a cruise that
Puente, Gillespie was derived dance music he will take. them to -Hawaii
known for'hiseomicmanner plays known as salsa. and the Caribbean. They
on stage, but perhaps more The hard-working band will beclosingotrthisyear's
importantly, Gillespie was members, most. of whom tour in Tokyo,Japan where.
also the leadingexponent of haveplayedonandoffwith the salsa scene is all the
the jazz movement known Puente for well over thirty rage. All inall,1;itoPuente
as Cubop, which married years, have honed their and ·his Latin Jazz ~
. the coal sounds of be-bop .improvisational chops by Ensemble's performance at
with the Afro-Cuban playing alongside artists Baruehwasafittlngtribute
=~:~a=::-~~~'~::-:d~Q:~Il~~£li~
recordings like' M;anteca. closeto250gigsayear. "It's entertaining way of
Lik~, Puente has from definitely a lot of work, we rounding off Hispanic
time to"time-reworkedJazz. stay busy mostly every Heritage Month..
favourites and endowed. week, there's work every
•
his head. That along with
his constant comical
mugging at the audience
and fooling around with his
band members adds to the
upliftingmood ofthe music-.
Next, Puente set an
indigo mood to the show
with a cool interpretation of
the late Miles Davis' Kind
Of Blue, followed by -an
. 11
By Fernando Lujan
In a special concert
dedicated to the memories
of Baruch alumnus Aaron
Silberman, and the famed
jazz trumpeter, band leader;
composer, and Bebop legend
John Birks (Dizzy)
Gillespie, Tito Puente and
hisLatinJazz Ensembleput
on a pull-out-all-the-stops











Juanita R. Howard. The
program was made possible
by the' Aaron Silberman
fund. Professor Hinton, a
jazz legendin his ownright,
played alongside Gillespie
as a member of'· Cab' .
Calloway's big band in the
late thirties. Hinton
conducts a jazz workshop
at the college and has; to




video tribute to Gillespie
and a greeting to Puente by
Hinton, Puente, opened the
concert with a clever
rendition of the Charlie
Parker classic Donna Lee.
Though it's a tasty arroz y
habichuelas version of the
jazz tune, it loses nothingin
the translation, the
Newyorican Latin Jazz equally impressive version
sound easily lends itself to of Marty Sheller's ·bolero-
''Bird's''composition. Multi- style arrangement of the
reed player, Mario Rivera's Sarah Vaughan hit If You
piccolosoloprovidedjust the Could See Me Now, led by
right touch ofsaz".on to the saxophonist Bob Porcelli.
side order of dazzling Ma':"'bo Gallego, from
percussive pyrotechnics Puente's l03rd album,
Ti to and the band had Royal T, was further
patiently cooked up. evidence of the band's
Following that ability to incorporate other
exhilarating number, elements, in this case a
Puente slowed the pace a flamenco flavor, to the tried .
bit with the standard On and true formula ofsome of
Broadway. With a Tito's. older compositions.~~
magician's wave of his such as this one. This track, -
percussive wands, Puente which was also featured in
urges those present to join the movie The Mambo
in the song's sing-a-Iong Kings, was arranged by
chorus. All the while, conga-player Jose Madera.
Puente looks "I did that arrangement;
sympathetically at his 'Ran Kan.Kan, -Cuban Pete
trusty old friends, the : and all that for' the
cymbals and timbales and soundtrack- I had to write
as he strikes them, the that because we had no
various contortions on his' music for it' so I did it
I
familiar jolly face, remind overnight in Hollywood,"
you' .that this is()_~e_saidMadera. _. ..... __ ._
en tertainer that truly Puente then switched
"feels" the music he plays. gears' by -heading into a
Every riff, every vamp. is lengthy sizzling descarga,
accented by the twirling of an improvised section of a
his sticks above and around salsa piece; that eventually
- -
..
ihgeareers ispayingoff. DougE. Doug,
former "new Jack" at Uptown, is now
starring in the movie Cool Runnings.
Performing comedian Royal recently
completed a tourwith DefComedyJam.
And Rhonda Fowler, a previous per-
former, was recently featured in Es-
sence magazine as one of the "IIi Your
Face"newcomedians. Ifyou want to be
among those who can say I knew him/
herwhen, the place to be is The Uptown
Comedy Club.
The Uptown Comedy Club is lo-
cated at the corner of 125th Street and
. -
Fifth Avenue..Show time is Saturday
and Sunday at-8pM -ancfadDii~sion' is-
anafTordable $12 with no minimum.
However, ifyou are lucky enough to get
a flyer (or know someone at the door)
you can get infor half-price. Ifthe price
is stillout ofyourbudgetyou may want
to attend the free taping for its new
season at Fox 5, on September24th and
26th starting at 3 PM. Ifyou_ are thin-
skinned or 'easily offended, skip the
Uptown Comedy Club, but all of you
thatbelieve"anythinggoes"shouldskip
on over. _Haydee L. Guildford
Overall, an evening with The
Barleycorns and Drovers was entirely
entertaining and well worth the six
bucks it cost to see them.
mainstream. Instead, they follow their
own rules, They play good music be-
cause they like what they're doing, and
it shows.
usual or, if the comedian is really bad,
some members of the audience may
begin calling for the "sandman". Ifthe
comedian is dense' enough not to pick
up the discontent of the audience
Montario Ivy, master of the ceremo-
nies; is sure to ~larify. Comments for
Montario on one not too fortunate co-
median included, "...just because your
s-t is funny on the bench in front the
projects does not mean it will work
here"-and that was one of his tamer
remarks. But the good far outnumber
the bad, and the audience will give
_cr~t·where credit isciu~._The. Q~~t~1"
comedians will exit tocries of"awright"
and the stomping of feet as a form. of
applause. Judging by the response of
the audience some new comedians to be
on the watch for areQ9Benny, Mike B.
and Xavier Kadell.
The Uptown Comedy Club has put
itselfat the forefront ofcomedy. There
is a real dedication to new comedians.
They are continually encouraged to
keep getting back up on stage and are
offered comedy workshops. The Up-
:. town ComedyClub's dedication to build-
played. One more audience member is
chosenfor the alphabet game; thegame
is free admittance to The Uptown Com-
edy Club for the entireyear. I won't let
you in on the sordid details but you .
wouldbesurprisedbyhowmanypeople
do not know their alphabet. Besides'
playing mindless games the audience
is encouraged to laugh loud and hard,
respect the comedians and not to take
offense when the comedians pick on
you (and they will. pick on you but
"wannabe comedians" be forewarned
the audience will pick back).
The comedians showcased at The- . - - -- - - - - - - --- -,--- ---- - .-
Uptown Comedy Club are the newest of
the new-and they arejust raw in their
humor as they are in experience. There
are only two rules the comedians must
abide to; when the house lights blink
you must have two minutes to make an
exit and try your damnedest to make
them laugh. However, due to the club's
aspiration of "building careers," some-
times, no matter how hard the comedi-
ans try, you end up moaning instead of
laughing. In that case, the house lights
may blink just a little bit earlier that
Barleycorns are tons of fun, especially
ifyou like a little moshing on the dance
floor. Equally Irish, but distinctly dif-
ferent was the headlining act of the
.;.~, The. Drovers, who drove. all ..
the way from Chicago to bring psyche-
delic Celtic fiddle music to the Wet-
lands audience. More cerebral than the
Barleycorns, with long jams, reminis-
cent ofFairport Convention, this eclec-
tic group serenaded the mesmerized
crowd.
Looking a little grungy with un-
kempt hair swinging shoulder length,'
wearing beads and t-shirts, the Drov-
ers fill an open slot on the present
. music scene. With bands like Black 47
and the Proclaimers bringing Celtic
music to the top 40 charts, it may not be
longbeforehomegrownIrishmusic gets
its chance. And the Drovers could be
contenders. They've got the look and
sound, although their material needs
some work.
The Drovers, all Irish Americans,
have been together for five years. Lead
singerlbassist Dave Callahan, has a
scruffy, teen-idol look that says"MTV"
as he sings with hair falling in front of
his face. Sean Cleland, wearingglasses,
plays a burning fiddle, giving the band
its ethnic sound. Jackie Moran stands
up as he plays a unique drum kit with
lots of percussion toys attached and
Mike Kirkpatrick picks spacey guitar
riffs.
It's a hippy experience, with long
jams, accapella folk tunes and three
part harmonies. Irish chanteuse Susan
McKeown,from ChantingHouse, aNew
'York band, joined them on stage
Wednesday adding dimension to the
vocal sound. Also sitting in was Chant-
ing House's Michelle Kenney on cello,
lending an orchestral quality to the
music.
The Drovers combine their Celtic
style with world beat, giving the band
a contemporary sound, but then lapse
into a burningfiddlejam, soundinglike
an Irish wake. At times Callahan, the
lead singer, removes his bass and picks
up a hand drum, giving the group a
more acoustic sound. The band is un-
conventional, not trying to be pop or
L ~
At flrst glance the Uptown Comedy
Club is not much different from a num-
-ber of clubs that populate New York
City. There is a small stage, lights are
dim and the room is sparsely deco-
rated,but that iswhere the similarities
end. At this club no one sits in groups
at different tables; you are elbow to
elbow with your peers. The introduc-
tion by the masters of ceremonies not
only include a warm-up for the comedi-
ans; it also entails' an 'introduction of
the staff(down to the waitress). And in
the background the latest hip hop is
alwaysjamming. The Uptown Comedy
CrUD is a placewhere"anythinggoes"-
and when you sit down you better be
prepared to take part in the chaos.
Audience participation is a major
component ofthe show, for example, at
the beginning of the show two single,
lonely people are selected to sit in the
love connection booth. They are re-
quired to dance before the crowd, sit at
a special table (conveniently located at
the front of the room so all can see),
drinkcheap wine and get to know each
other. That is not the only game that is .
IR.OC~N~ROILl WITHI AN 11R.IISIHI-IBIROGUIIE
By Valerle Block
A loyal group of fans waited pa-
tiently in front of the Wetlands stage
on Wednesday night, beers in hand,
eagerfor the music to-begin. 'Although
not a packed housevthe floor IHIed as
The Barleycorns appeared and kicked
into their fir-st driving tune, "Hard to
Swallow," catapulting the crowd into
45 minutes of non-stop dancing, sing-
ing, screaming and beer swilling.
The Barleycorns inspire madness
with their Irish cowpunk rock-n-roll.
Irish American bassist Martin
O'Connor sings with a brogue and
pumpsfat bass linesoverJewishlPuerto
RicandrummerAdamBudofsky's solid
grooves, sometimes polka two-step,
sometimes Celtic reggae. Lead singer/
composer Andrew Ogilvie, a Scotch
American, talk sings and shouts as he
plays his' acoustic guitar. Especially
important to the sound of this highly
energetic quintet is multi-instrumen-
talist Kevin Behan, who spices the
music with an ethnic twist as he plays
accordion, mandolin, tin whistle and
cittern. The newest member, Rich
Bochkay plays snake charmingguitar,
adding an edge to this once acoustic
group.
The songs are mostly way up-tempo,
allowing for the rockin' sound without
thrash, but a highlight of the set was .
"Standingon a Whale (Fishingfor Min-
nows)," a melodic mid-tempo cowboy
song. As Ogilvie croons over a two step
beat you're transported from the dark,
albeit environmentally sensitive atmo-
sphere of Wetlands, to a sunny day by
a country stream.
But not for long. Another uptempo
takes you right back to high energy
dancing. Although often compared to
the Pogues, Waterboys and The Men
They Couldn't Hang, the Corns have a
raucous, rousing sound of their own.
Their original music is alternative
enough for college radio, but they do a
mean cover of "Poor Paddy," a tradi-
tional Irish jig, which gets the crowd
into a swirling, beer spilling frenzy.
Although at times they sound too
much like a bar band and the lead
vocals could pack more punch, The
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Spikes, ~~~,Q.Narces PhonarDoes ItAll
--...-
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When it comes to sports in
Baruch College, Narces Phonar, a
twenty-twoyearold native ofHaiti
is a jack of all trades. Along With
being the co-captain of the soccer
team, he is also a member of the
men'sbasketballjeamandastarter
for the men's volleyball team.
Phonar has gained popularity
with bothhis peers and hiscoaches
by being polite, soft spoken, and
always quick with a joke. Despite
his reputation, basketball coach
Ray Rankis descrfbes him as be-
ing, "...hardworking and sincere.
He is a natural, very bright. You
never have to tell him twice about
doing something, and he is very
effective in whatever he does. He
is soft spoken, but don't let that
fool you.· He is very intense when
it comes time to compete."
Phonar has been on both 'the
soccer and volleyball teams for the
past four years. He has also been
voted Most Valuable Playerfor the
past two years. After joining the
basketball team a year ago, the
school gavePhonarspecial reeog~ -.
nition for actively participating in
three sports. Soccer coach, Tony
Harrington stated that, "He is very
talented. He plays all positions
and knows how to play all ofthem
well."
Because Phonar.has played soc-
cer since he was young, he prefers
it over the other two sports. So
serious is he about soccer that he
"checked out" the team before he
came to Baruch. "Baruch had a
pretty good team then," he said,
"but they were never able to make
it all the way. So I thought I was
going to make the difference." Un-
fortunately, his dream ofmaking it .
all the way have yet to come true..
After being upset in last year's
CUNY tournament~ Med ar
Evers, this year's team is off to a
slow start with a 3-5 record.
Sports may be important to
Phonar, but he understands that it
is not his first priority. "It is not the
main objective,"he said, ''I am here
for an education, and sports come
second. Sports just helps to keep
me busy." But he does complain
aboutBaruch's lackoffacilities. "It
is very frustrating, especially for
soccer because you can't practice.
It's a big difference when you prac-
tice in the gym than _on afield."
With a lack of facilities comes a
lack of spectators. "All the games
that we play are like away games."
But he doesn't feel that he needs
sports to make him well known. "I
am a friendly person and get to
know people ~ry. quickly. I am
al and · · ". so·warnt-sensit-tVe;--
WhenPhOnar is not in school or
playing sports he stays busy work-
ing as a dispatcher for Grayline
New York Tours. He is very grate-
ful that his job offers a flexible
schedule that makes this all pos-
sible.
Phonar, an international mar-
keting major and plans to start his
own business by age 29. "I get lots
of ideas when I walk around my
neighborhood (Flatbush)," he says,
"cardealerships, clubs, and others.
Narces Phonar, Baruch trlathlete
But, I need money." He plans to
concentrate on working in his field
ofstudybynext semester and start
saving up money for his business.
He is also certain that he will pur-
sue a Master's degree after gradu-
ating from Baruch, and even con-
..:'..,4
t;:3M2~""'~~·;4.[§::'"'
sider going for a doctorate. Right
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On October 6, 1993, Michael J ef-
frey Jordan held a press conference to
announce his retirement from the
NBA After nine years ofplaying pro-
fessional basketball, three consecu-
tive NBA championships, and seven
straight scoringtitles, theworld'smost
recognized .athlete called for a time-
out.. Jordan handled his press confer-
ence with grace andhumor, all typical
oftheman who haadominatedbasket-
ball for almost a deeade.
Jordan cited a lack of motivation
for his decision. He said, "I just feel
that I don't have anything else to
prove," and added, "The desire just
wasn't there." Are those the only
reasons for his departure from the
sport? Was there more behind what
he was saying?
Maybe Michael Jordan was on the
,. brink of burnout which was brought
on by his coilstant quest for privacy.
How about the death ofhis father-and
thereeurringquestioDS abouthiBgam-
bling? Is he blaming himself for his
<,
\
father's death? There has been specu-
lation linking the murder of James
Jordan to Michael's gambling, but evi-
dence has yet to be found.
Maybe Michael Jordan will stay
away forever. Perhaps he willbeone of
the few athletes which leave sports
fans with perfect memories. People
will always talk about the "Elvis of
sports." Jordan is only thirty years
young. He will get tired ofplaying golf
200 days out of the year, and then he
Will begin tohunger. Maybehe thought
his gambling problems will go away if
he went away. Only time will tell.
Many fans are quite disappointed
by all this. An athlete of any caliber
will encounter problems in his or her
life. Does that mean they have to turn
and walk away? There comes a time in
everyone's life when you have to reach
down deep~deand piekyourselfup
oft the floor. That is what a champion
is made of. In the way athletes can
inspire others to move ontobigBer and
... better things are truly remarkable.
That is why they are professionals.
That's why they make huge salaries.
Did Michael Jordan throwaway
his Godgiventalents? There arepeople
who live their whole lives and never
discover their talents. I believeMichael
Jordan owes his fans, especially the
kids on the basketball courts all over
the world.
Look at Lawrence Taylor for ex'"
ample. Last year hetojured his Achil-
les tendon and was contemplating-re-
tirement. But did he retire? No. He is
making a comeback, playing with pain
for the N.Y. Giants. That is why he is
the best linebaeker ever to play the
game of football.
Can Jordan stay away? He might
sit out thisseason andwatchtheKnicks
take it all the way. Then after a yearor
two he might begin to believe that he is
no longer the player he once was. He
will get tired of listenjng to all the
Skeptics who believe that he is nothing
morethan a memoryfor Chicago. Then
he will start to feel that hUDger.
In 1996, the Knicks will have won
a championship for New York City.
KennyAndersonandDerrickCoJeman
will have come very, very close to win-
ning it all, Shaqwill have established
himselfas a force to be reckoned with,
and Larry Johnson will have Char-
lotte in a frenzy. That's when the kid
fromWallace, N.C. will~ehismove
andprove all theskeptieswrongagain.
-"The Fan"
